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I love quotes and I love questions... and I have used those as powerful tools to grow
and expand my awareness, to understand more deeply who I am and see how I needed

to change my perceptions in order to experience 
 
 

I hope the quotes will be inspiring...
I hope the questions to be reflective... and

I hope both will support you on your journey of getting to know more of who you are. 
 As you get to know who you are, you become clearer in who you need to Be to fulfill

your Soul's Purpose. 
This is what I have found for myself.  Carole
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How are you letting yourself use your imagination to create your reality?





how have your thoughts been supporting you for a better tomorrow?





what emotions are you holding on? can you see how they are limiting you?





could you find ways to be more accepting and loving towards yourself? How?





have you lived up to your potential? what is in the way of you meeting it?





have you gotten to know yourself? your values? your qualities? Your Triggers?





who has influenced you the most? how have they influenced your choices?  





How have you let others determine who you are? have you been put in a box?  





How have you not been like water? any resistance? where is it coming from?
Can you recall an instance when You were in flow on how things worked out

for you? how did it feel to have it be so smoothly?
ecall an instance when You were in flow on how t

for you? how did it feel to have it be so smoot





How have you let fear interfere with your desires?  what are you not honoring?
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